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Slife: Values of Christian Families: Do They Come from Unrecognized Idol

values of christian families
do they come from unrecognized idols
brent D slife

family values among today s christians show the popularity of modernist
modernist philosophies of the
and post
postmodernist
four most prevalent views only one
thefour
is truly compatible with christianity

the phrase family values has come to occupy a central

role in political
and religious discourse in america politicians endeavor to associate themselves with this expression and some religious communities advocate family values as the cure to many of our nation s ills many americans relate
these values to a judeo
fudeo christian tradition where there is supposedly a
clear moral compass for raising children and distinguishing right from
wrong however this tradition is actually only one component of the values of american families even religious families indeed it is questionable whether a judeo
fudeo christian moral tradition is even the primary
component of american family values
instead two secular philosophies modernism and post
postmodernism
modernism
have become significant if not crucial factors in america s family values
neither of these philosophies is typically associated with such values however these philosophies have together popularized four centers for family
and cultural values that enjoy immense popularity the term center is
used here to mean the core or root of a particular system of values examination of a center means to cut away peripheral issues and study the main
beliefs that give these value systems their vitality
the first two centers hedonism and moralism are shaped and sustained most recently by modernism they command the allegiance of the
farn flies including 1I contend many religious
families
vast majority of american garn
families two other family value centers relativism and relationalism
ism
relational
are shaped and sustained most recently by postmodernism relativism is
considerably more popular than relationalism
ism in american families
relational
including again religious families yet of the four centers relationalism
ism is
relational
the one that is most friendly to religion
indeed I1 would like to explore the possibility that the values supported
by the relational brand of postmodernism
post modernism are necessary to christianity this
possibility may be surprising especially to many christian communities
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modernism is often understood as an enemy of the truly
because post
postmodernism
ism families
christian but as 1I will attempt to demonstrate in relationalism
relational
can be truly god centered moreover a surprising number of current religious practices and prevalent interpretations of scripture stem from hedonism moralism and relativism sources of values that are ultimately idols
in the christian religious tradition christian families will need to look
past these philosophies to find a firmer foundation

modernist centers of family values
historians and philosophers differ in their interpretations of modernism an important interpretation of the core of modernism however is
described by social scientist donald polkinghorne in this manner at the
core of modernism or enlightenment discourse was the belief that a method
for uncovering the laws of nature had been discovered and that the use of
this method would eventually accumulate enough knowledge to build the
1112
2
heavenly kingdom on earth 3002
the primary assertion of the modernist
then is that scientific method will eventually discover the laws of nature
A sometimes overlooked assumption in this assertion is that such laws of
nature exist and are crucially important this means that science in order
to do its job as the modernist advocates must assume a world in which natural laws exist and are fundamental two modernist centers for family values are popularized and maintained by this assumption
the center of hedonism the first center concerns the pervasive
namely hedonism or
authority and power of one of the laws of nature
the pursuit of pleasure and avoidance of pain 3 As will be seen this particular principle has become so influential that it is widely considered to govern phenomena in the social as well as the natural sciences although the
word hedonism has many negative connotations such as immediate physical gratification it is also used to mean that an individual or family
should seek happiness a form of pleasure and should avoid suffering a
form of pain the word should here is the key to the hedonist value orientation because it indicates that people ought to act in ways that maximize
their happiness and minimize their suffering
although natural scientists have not officially endowed this orientation with natural law status hedonism has attained this status nevertheless
scientists consider virtually all plants and animals to be seeking pleasure
and avoiding pain because even a plant will move naturally toward a
source of water or light certainly most biologists do not consider plants
or animals to seek pain and suffering at least not naturally the reason is
hedonism s perceived connection to evolution theory where pleasure and
1
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pain are linked to species survival 4 presumably to consistently engage in
painful activity is to court possible extinction
As a basic principle or law of nature hedonism has had a wide influence on the theories of the social sciences several approaches to behavior
mind and personality consider hedonism to be critically important
freud for example surmised that all operations of the psyche ultimately
reduce to what he termed the pleasure principle even the ego and superego concerned primarily with reality and social values ultimately serve
the id and its seeking of pleasure As another example in the social sciences
behaviorisms
behaviorists have focused scientific attention on hedonism they have hiscally assumed that reward or reinforcement is the prime motivator
tori
torically
of all animals including higher animals such as humans these basic
conceptions have in turn influenced other social scientists such as economists and political scientists economists routinely make the economic
assumption that people act in their own self interest 5 and many political
scientists presume that holders of political office are similarly hedonistic 6
many such scholars assert that hedonism is not a matter of what we
should or ought to do because this implies that we are agents of our
actions that we are capable of doing something other than seeking pleasure and avoiding pain those social scientists say that hedonism simply
reflects the way we are naturally we have no choice about the matter
because our hedonism is a function of natural law we do not control it it
controls us we do not ordinarily consider a lower animal to have values
that say it should avoid pain lower animals simply do avoid pain as a natural consequence of their genetic endowment similarly humans as higher
animals are not in the position of asking whether they should seek pleasure
and avoid pain because humans must seek pleasure and avoid pain like all
other animals in the evolutionary chain
other social science scholars disagree with this deterministic position
even if they agree with the centrality of hedonism in social life 7 these
scholars argue that this position overlooks the evidence that humans possess an agency of sorts humans they contend really could do otherwise
than seek pleasure and avoid pain they just dont that is these scholars
admit the possibility of a choice 8 but they assume that only the rare
mother teresa will actually choose to do otherwise in this sense there is
agentic positions
little functional difference between the deterministic and argentic
at least in the mainstream of the social sciences in either case hedonism is
considered a natural social force that leads the vast majority of people and
families to engage in various forms of pleasure seeking
As mentioned the most pervasive form of pleasure seeking in our culture is probably the pursuit of happiness not only is this pursuit considered a fundamental political right but it is also viewed as a moral good to
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the family of charles IV

by francisco de goya y lucientes oil on canvas ilo
110
no
iio x 132
1800 museo del prado madrid spain
wealth and power are viewed by this family as morally good in addition considerable energy seems to have been expended to prepare the royal offspring for success in
their current and future roles these two manifestations of hedonistic family values are
often found in modern christian families
in addition those political scientists who believe hedonism is a natural law would
political
tical leaders are hedonistic not only in their pripresume that charles IV and other poU
vate lives but also in their public lives the assumption being that leaders act in their
own self interest

which all people should aspire such happiness has of course many other
aliases and guises in our culture self esteem security fulfillment and
peace along with the avoidance of depression insecurity anxiety and discomfort however the common theme among all these aliases is that feelings of happiness and self esteem are good and feelings of depression
and discomfort are bad these basic hedonistic notions are so ingrained
in our cultural mind set that they have become a kind of common sense
they are so prevalent and so reasonable that only the weird or insane
would appear not to follow them these notions seem to question why
anyone would ever want to seek or tolerate suffering or anxiety
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even the religious are not exempt from this hedonistic way of thinking
an example of this value among religious people is the idea that they
should seek heaven and avoid hell although a divine being may be
involved in this thinking this being serves as a means to these hedonistic
ends serving god is not an end in itself the pursuit of hedonistic pleasure broadly speaking encompasses many religious goals including the
seeking of treasures in heaven and the quest for certain forms of perfection or holiness reaching these goals may not be hedonism per se
however seeking them as the ultimate objective for ourselves while
treating everything else including god as the means to these self oriented
ends is hedonism
likewise for religious people the avoidance of suffering includes the
avoidance of not just fire and brimstone in the future but often present
personal setbacks and physical ailments as well for some hedonistic families mortal suffering indicates questionable religious commitment
because suffering is morally bad and god is the grand rewarder and punisher people who suffer may be in trouble with god this type of hedonistic theology raises the classic problem of why good or innocent people
suffer since only bad or guilty people should suffer according to hedonism a person who is suffering must be guilty of some offense and god is
or should be the one who dispenses this hedonistic justice in retribution
conversely people whose lives seem pleasure filled and pain free must be
the recipients of god s favor the prevalence of this notion among christian families shows how widespread the influences of hedonism are because the problem of good people suffering is a problem primarily for
those with a hedonistic outlook in value systems where pleasure is not the
goal and where pain is not the result of sin the problem no longer involves
gods favor
personal worthiness or gods
parents of families with this hedonistic center have a simple injunction keep everyone happy this includes the long term as well as the short
term and one s spouse as well as ones children few parents with any value
center are concerned with merely the short term happiness of their families considerable parental energy is expended to prepare children for happiness and achievement in their future lives even if this means some
short term suffering this preparation includes good work habits social
skills emotional maturity and all the rest of what today s society expects
parents to teach their children all for the sake of a child s future happiness the measure of a parent is thus equally simple according to this
hedonistic center a childs happiness particularly in the long term inditerm suffering is the sign of
longterm
cates successful parenting while a child s long
faflure
failure
laflure
parental fa
flure
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the peasant wedding

by pieter brueghel
x 64 about 1565
Brueg hel the elder panel 4478
44
kunsthistorisches museum vienna austria
the festivities depicted in this scene emphasize sources of pleasure and downplay
any pain that may be associated with the marriage if happiness material social occufam
flies their core value is
families
pational
pat ional or heavenly is the primary pursuit of christian gam
flies particularly modern ones marriage is primarily a means
families
hedonism for such fam
to obtain individual fulfillment As long as they are happy in their relationships they
remain committed however should they no longer feel fulfilled they believe they are
justified in seeking a new relationship they hope will produce happiness
the pursuit of hedonistic pleasure can also encompass the desirable goals of treafly
firn
family
sures in heaven and perfection or holiness but for a hedonistic christian farn
those goals become a form of idolatry if everything else including god is treated as
merely the means to acquiring these objectives for themselves

marriages are also frequently gauged by these hedonistic values like
the religious means end relationship with god as the means to a heavenly end marriage is viewed as the cultural means to individual fulfillment that is people pursue marriage because they believe that it is
necessary to a happy individual life 9 likewise people divorce when the
marriage is no longer fulfilling this function after all the hedonist argues
it is common sense for people who are unhappy in a marriage to seek a
relationship that will make them happy individual happiness trumps marital commitment in the hedonistic family
needless to say hedonistic values encourage families to partake of the
widespread materialism in our society keeping up with the joneses by
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acquiring material possessions is justified because they supposedly
increase our happiness and comfort they are morally good conversely
there can be no meaning or goodness in suffering suffering is morally
repugnant children are taught very early that suffering is bad and should
be avoided parents are to shield children from such things unless of
course some degree of suffering will help children suffer less in the future
self sacrifice another form of suffering makes no sense from this perspective unless again it is a tradeoff
trade off for some greater happiness pure altruism performing a service without hope of a return is either impossible
be hedonistic as dictated by natural law or merely
because all people mastbe
mustbe
must
shouldbe
be hedonistic
silly because all people should
the center of moralism contrasting rather dramatically with hedonism is a second modernist stance on values moralism whereas hedonism
involves a particular natural law moralism involves the quality of natural
lawfulness stated simply in order for a natural law to be lawful it must
adem
apply in all times and places this implication is sometimes termed atem
morality
porality
pora lity because lawfulness is without time or timeless to take a notable
example from the physical sciences the law of gravity applied both in the
tenth and the nineteenth centuries it is unchanging in terms of time simunchong
ilarly it applies both in south america and north america it is unchang
ing in terms of location the law of gravity is considered a natural law
because its effects on earthly bodies never vary if they did it could not be
ail
ali encompassing atemporal sense
considered lawful in an all
the center of moralism consists of moral principles or ethical rules
that have this lawful atemporal quality A family adopts this center when
its interactions and relationships focus on the principles and rules that it
considers unchanging and timeless in nature the moralism center is probably the belief center most frequently associated with the family values
movement but it is more encompassing because neither the broader culture nor a religious community has to sanction the principles and rules it
contains although generally endorsed or religiously sanctioned moral
principles are perhaps the most prominent content of this center relatively
unique moral codes and unarticulated rules of conduct can also form the
center of family interactions
the pivotal characteristic of a moralistic center is that the family
members see the values as atemporal for moral principles and rules of
conduct to be unchanged by the particular situation at hand or culture
involved they must exist in some other realm outside the particular context and then be applied to a particular era culture or context for
example many in the judeo
fudeo christian tradition consider the injunction
thou shalt not kill to be a transcendent and absolute principle it is
applicable they believe to all contexts and all eras and it cannot be essen
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the moralistic christian family has its own form of idolatry their ultimate focus
ail
ali cases is obedience to rules not to the god who gave them the rules in this view
ah
in all
christ is significant only as an exemplar and teacher churches are important only as
instillers
insthlers of the right moral principles those that christ lived by
repositories and installers
the sacred job of moralistic christians is to identify these principles and adapt
farn flies for moral principles are thought to be the center or glue
them to their own garn
families
family
fly without such constructs these families are unable to function moral
of the farn
principles then are viewed as the key to preserving the future generation parental success is measured by how well family moral values are reflected in children s behavior
11
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bially altered across these contexts and eras such moral principles are
tially
thought to transcend and unite our changing times and to provide a firm
universal ground from which the moralistic family may derive its values
in the medieval period many theologians considered moral principles
to be the divine principles of god a timeless and unchangeable entity
because god was seen as atemporal these principles took on his atemporal quality at the time of the enlightenment many modernists essentially
abandoned the notion of these principles residing in a divine being however present day modernists preserve the belief that an atemporal link
among contexts and eras remains necessary modernists replaced an atemporal god with atemporal natural laws just as god was deemed transcendent immutable and the unifier of all things so now from a modernist
perspective the principles of nature are deemed transcendent immutable
mora lists believe that all principles
and the unifiers of all things in fact moralists
including moral principles possess these atemporal properties most
professional organizations for instance have formulated codes of ethics
they believe fit this description
the nature of a moralistic center then depends on the type of moral
principles that are endorsed many families endorse the dominant principles of their culture in the case of many americans these principles cenfudeo christian tradition almost by default the phrase almost
ter on the judeo
by default connotes how few families sit down and discuss what type of
values they will uphold family values in this sense are handed down by
previous generations each moralistic family puts its own unique imprint
on the previous generation s values to be sure but much of the previous
moral code is sometimes unknowingly preserved
part of this preservation is due to moralistic parents these parents see
the transfer of moral codes as their primary family task because moral
principles are the center or glue of the family they are highly valued and
viewed as the key to preserving the future generation without this critical
glue families are thought to be unable to exist and function giving children such family values then is considered a crucial role for society in
general this role explains why so many politicians wish to associate themselves with family values these politicians assume along with moralists
mora lists
that atemporal values are vital not only to the structure of families but also
to the structure of society itself success in facilitating this structure is measured by how well children reflect these values in their behavior by obeying
the absolute rules of conduct behavior that violates this implicit or explicit
code is considered a failure of parenting and in some sense a violation of
the family structure itself
many religious families are found to have this particular center for values in fact many people of all faiths return to church sometimes after
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long absences when they begin having children they return because
they are concerned about the future conduct of their children they perceive churches as repositories and instillers
installers
ins tillers of elaborate sets of moral principles church congregations are thought to form communities that
support a child s obedience to these principles of course few such parents would agree to just any set of principles many feel that churches support the right moral principles in other words these parents turn to
churches as opposed to other institutions supporting moral codes because they assume that churches have access to inspired and righteous
moral principles
in christianity for instance moralism may mean that christ himself is
viewed as having lived by a moral code because he was the messiah the
sacred job of christians is to take the moral principles christ lived by and
adapt them to their own families they accomplish this adaptation both by
emulating his behaviors and by discerning the ethical rules that lie behind
his sermons and other statements once families have adopted these principles they are considered to be followers of christ because they have
internalized his immutable rules for living moralistic families then assume
that the next step is to pass these rules on to subsequent generations consequently the primary role of christ according to moralism is that of
exemplar and teacher the ultimate focus in all cases is the rules christ
simply exemplified and taught them
are moralistic and hedonistic value centers mutually exclusive Is it
possible for families to adhere to both centers at the same time although
families can incorporate aspects of both centers one center is typically
ascendant for instance a common type of incorporation of the two centers is obeying the rules to achieve happiness however the hedonistic
center is clearly ascendant in this case since it is the end and moralism is the
means if another means were found that would facilitate hedonism better
then obedience to the rules would presumably be replaced by this alternate
means in this sense only one of the value centers has a privileged status
and the two or four centers cannot be mixed in determining the ultimate
objective of the family

postmodernist
Post
modernist centers of family values

the modernist understanding of the world

as manifested in its value

centers of hedonism and moralism is only half of the family values picture the other half is the philosophical perspective generally considered to
be a reaction to modernism postmodernism
post modernism unfortunately the meaning
of the label postmodernist
post modernist is notoriously difficult to capture it tends to
encompass an extraordinarily diverse group of scholars whose only uniting bond may be a disenchantment with the tenets of modernism thus
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modernism may be defined best in negative terms what it is against
postmodernism
post
understanding this point however can provide clues as to what some
postmodernists
post modernists assert positively
to illustrate the modernist assumption that natural laws are basic to
everything is central to the complaints of many postmodernists
post modernists As noted
in relation to hedonism modernists consider natural laws to be foundational to any understanding or explanation of either natural or social phenomena implying that these laws govern all things regardless of their
culture or context if a psychologist for instance discovers a law of interpersonal attraction then this law will be assumed to dictate the actions of
all people caught up in the attraction the differing beliefs cultures and
languages of the people have no consequence the foundation of natural
laws overrides any such extraneous variables
ism they contend
foundationalism
however postmodernists
post modernists reject this foundational
instead that any foundation is itself formulated within a cultural context
for example this hypothetical law of interpersonal attraction is cultural in
at least two ways one it was formulated by real human beings scientists
who are themselves participating in a cultural mind set and way of thinking and two the subjects used to scientifically investigate this law of
attraction were themselves part of a particular culture in other words the
culture is thought to contribute to what is considered a law the notion of
natural law itself including hedonism is viewed as a product of culture in
this sense the education of other cultures regarding nature s laws is a kind
of cultural imperialism 10 from a postmodern perspective any such nat
ural law should be understood as relative to the particular context in
which it was derived 11 this contention forms then the first of the value
post modernism relativism
centers to be sustained by postmodernism
the center of relativism A center of relativism may seem a contradiction in terms indeed many relativists would claim to have avoided a
ism foundamoral center of any kind because they decry foundationalism
foundational
tions and centers are viewed as merely social constructions 12 what is
foundational for one particular culture may not be foundational for
another who is to say which foundation is correct why should one cultures natural laws or moral system be privileged over another s thus
no particular center for values should be considered more important or
basic than another relativists do recognize that certain moral systems
enjoy a privfleged
privileged status in their respective cultures but they consider these
systems to attain their status through power rather than truth in other
words the privileging of certain social constructions cannot be justified by
their being true in any objective sense they can be legitimized only by the
social power that supports them in this manner the relativists seem to
have avoided any sort of moral center
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this conclusion

premature though because these relativist contentions
tent ions have led to many relativist moral implications the moral language of relativists using words like should and ought betrays the value
center of relativism for instance if no particular moral system has any
objective justification for its privileged status and none can from a relati
be privileged in a particperspective then no moral system should
tivistic
shouldbe
ular culture power may help some to privilege their particular version of
morality but this use of power is morally unjustified instead people ought
to be respectful and tolerant toward other moral orientations people
should not judge others from their own moral framework nor ought they
to consider their own views and morals to be better than those of others
certainly under no circumstances should they seek to impose their morals
on others
the terms emphasized above reveal much about the relativistic center
for family values although in one sense the relativist endorses none of the
existing moral systems in another sense this lack of endorsement is itself a
moral system that is the notion that one ought to avoid endorsing a particular moral system implies a host of implicit moral injunctions that form
the center for relativism first it is wrong to claim an objective or absolute
moral justification that one does not possess because one should be honest second it is wrong to privilege one moral system over another when
the only basis for privileging is power because might should not make
right third the tolerance of other moral systems is a supreme virtue and
intolerance should not be tolerated fourth it is wrong to judge other
people from one s own moral framework because one should be nonjudg
mental and fifth it is wrong to persuade others to abandon their own
moral system because one should respect the views of others
the paradox of this relativist moral position is that it is a particular
moral position even while it claims that one should not endorse a particular moral position consider the case of a culture that explicitly maintains
that its own moral system is the absolute objective truth and many cultures in fact assert this moral position 13 if relativists deny this cultural
position in favor of their own moral position they are disrespectful to and
intolerant of this culture violating their own moral position if on the
other hand they choose to respect this culture s absolute values then they
must deny the truth of their own relativism put another way relativists
claim that all value centers are relative to the particular culture in which
they are embedded yet the values of the relativist tolerance respect honesty are often treated as if they are independent of any particular cultural
context on the other hand if relativism is viewed as itself a product of culture then it must give equal authority to cultures that disagree with relativism s values in either case relativism by its own rationale has no
justification for its rationale being taken seriously
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interestingly the paradoxical nature of this relativistic center for family values has not precluded its widespread endorsement and popular use
among many american families many parents assert the legitimacy of relativism and they seem particularly sensitive to its caveats regarding power
according to relativists american parents are the power brokers of their
respective families this means that parents should be especially careful
not to impose their own family values upon their children after all what
right do parents have to do this given the essential equivalence of family
value systems why would the parents views be any better than those of
their children encouraging children to adopt a specific moral system is
akin to a boss encouraging employees to adopt a specific moral system
it violates the dual injunctions of the relativist against intolerance and the
misuse of power children should be allowed to experiment grow and
eventually find their own way without parental influence parents should
avoid all power plays
such as limit setting and authoritarian guidelines and should attempt to facilitate a nonjudgmental and affirming
view of the world that allows all moral systems to be respected as basically equal
this respect also implies that family members should avoid taking any
particular moral system too seriously all value systems should have a certain degree of respect of course but a child s endorsement of a particular
system especially as the child grows into adulthood is perhaps the
greatest fear of a relativistic parent since this means that the adult child is
no longer a relativist to endorse one particular moral orientation to take
it truly seriously is to believe that all moral systems are not essentially
equivalent moral systems that disagree with the one being affirmed must
be considered wrong at least in part furthermore it is the nature of any
moral system to make discriminations between what is right and what is
wrong such discriminations mean that some judgments are needed and
nobbe
some things should notbe
not be tolerated
this situation violates the relativist s own injunctions against intolerance and judging others the fact that these injunctions are themselves a
type of moral system points again to the paradoxical nature of this value
center nevertheless the relativist cites the difficulty of objectively evaluating the rightness or truth of any moral system what reason asks the relativist has anyone for adopting a particular moral system from this
perspective the only logical approach is to avoid becoming too serious
about any such system A religious system for example is all right in its
place however even religious people should avoid a serious belief in their
religious system because this commitment would lead to fanaticism or
deadness
extremism and ultimately to a brand of close min
dedness
mindedness
ded ness
positions
that offend the relativist
11
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in a christian family based on relativistic values the parents avoid setting limits
providing authoritarian guidelines and imposing their own famflyvalues
family values on their children instead the parents encourage exploration and experimentation allowing their
children the freedom to find their own way they teach their children to see all moral
systems as basically equal to respect them without endorsing a particular system
gamdy manifests its
in adopting a nonjudgmental
nonj
conj udgmental open minded attitude such a family
belief that christ is a tolerant redeemer a redeemer who unconditionally loves and
saves all people this universal salvation means that religions and value systems are
aall
unnecessary since they ali
Ail lead to the same reward such a family s relativism becomes
its unrecognized idol
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according to this view children should instead be taught an important
companion of tolerance open mindedness to relativists open mindedness
is next to godliness all worldviews
world views and religious systems have their place
but none should ever be taken in and truly incorporated into one s own
beliefs for this privileging would disallow an openness to all points of view
without such openness or objectivity as it is sometimes termed the
world would not be seen for what it is the observer would be biased
would attend to certain aspects of the world and not to others and would
view even those aspects through a distorted lens all these difficulties
can be avoided warns the relativist by not taking any moral or religious
system too seriously religions and moral orientations are nice places to
visit for educational purposes but no one should ever want to live with
any of them
it might seem that a christian god could have no role in such a value
center yet there are many relativistic christian families for them god
becomes the ultimate tolerator he is seen as the advocate and the dispenser of an unconditional love that transcends all belief systems he is the
one who will ultimately save all people through christ regardless of their
values and their actions this universal salvation means that religions and
value systems are unnecessary since they all lead to the same reward following any one of them will make no difference in the end according
to relativism

ism the second of the postmodernist
post modernist centhe center of relationalism
Relational

ism directly addresses the modernist
ters of family values relationalism
relational
assumption of atemporality that crucial quality of the lawfulness of natural laws lawfulness is timeless and unchangeable and the modernist
conception of truth is similarly atemporal this view of truth is the reason
that a modernist endows moral principles with atemporality so readily if
such principles are truthful they are assumed to be timeless and unchangeable as well any truth by modernist definition has to be atemporal
moreover many religious people have assumed that timelessness and
unchangeability are sure signs of divine truth some postmodernists
post modernists however claim not only that secular truth is temporal rather than atemporal
but that religious truth can also be understood as temporal I1 believe this
claim has considerable merit indeed 1I would like now to explore the
notion that temporality is necessary for those who claim specifically christian family values
what then is this temporal and relational value center for families
how especially can this value center claim to be dealing with truth to
answer these questions it is important to understand the postmodern conception of temporality and specifically how it differs from the concept of
relativism the relational properties of this value center must also be
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understood because this latter task is impossible to accomplish without a
relational ism
context and because 1I contend that christianity requires this relationalism
I1 use the context of a god centered family here in the final portion of
this article 1I describe how this center differs from the other three value
centers hedonism moralism and relativism
temporality temporal explanations stem from the hermeneutic tradition in which the philosopher martin heidegger among others maintained that humans are inherently temporal beings As he expressed it in
14
his seminal book being and time to be is always to be temporal 11114
unlike the subject matter of some natural sciences humans as social
agents dwell more in the realm of the possible and the particular than in
the realm of the necessary and the universal humans are inherently contextual and changeable and thus they require explanations that reflect this
and changeability As a consequence temporal explanations
contextuality
con
textuality
are full of time rather than timeless 15 temporal explanations are reflective
of the era and context of their construction and interpretation in this
sense they are embedded in context and culture they claim no special
transcendent status beyond their cultural and contextual embeddedness
ness
embedded
this temporality also implies a kind of temporariness or a general
readiness of one practical explanation to give way to another practical
explanation 16 that is human explanations and understandings are inherently inadequate incomplete and potentially inappropriate to the context
at hand each explanation is a humble explanation containing within
itself the possibility of its own negation unlike atemporal understandings
that presume objective contact with and representation of a permanent
reality understandings from a temporal perspective make no such presumption temporality thus allows an openness to and an expectation
ofchange
of change
in contrast atemporal approaches disallow meaningful change and
possibility because the atemporal laws and truths of modernism are
themselves unchanging and because these laws and truths are thought to
control and govern all natural and social events the possibility of these
events being other than they are is ruled out natural and social events
may seem to change but in modernist reality they are dictated by
unseen and unchanging laws and truths that reside outside the events and
contexts themselves people for instance may appear to change to make
different choices to direct themselves toward various goals in a semblance
of agency however these changes choices and goals are themselves
determined by the atemporal laws and truths that govern these events
and thus these people
relation alist on the other hand the determinism of
to the temporal relationalist
atemporality excludes morality because people and their families have no
5
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means of being other than they are they have no way to be moral people
who do good for instance should receive no credit because some set of
psychological or biological laws presumably determine these actions
these people cannot have acted otherwise similarly if people behave
badly or even criminally they cannot be held responsible for their actions
such criminals were programmed by their past environment governed by
their genetic endowment or shaped by some lawful interaction of the two
they therefore have no capacity for moral decision making because no
such decision making is possible in a truly atemporal world
A temporal world by contrast is filled with possibility because the
alist does not postulate an unchanging metaphysical world that
relation
relationalist
governs all contexts contexts can be taken for what they are sometimes
shifting sometimes changeable and often other than any law would determine them to be in this temporal world persons and families are constantly confronted with possibilities must constantly choose from among
them and thus must constantly judge which possibilities are good and
which are bad judgments of goodness and badness are irrelevant in a modernist world because that world is amoral things and events are neither
moral nor immoral they just are what they are naturally as dictated by
atemporal laws in a temporal world however some things are good and
some things are bad depending upon the context choices and changes
must therefore be made in light of these moral and contextual evaluations
distinguishing temporality from relativity at this point temporality
may appear to be similar to relativity certainly both attempt to take into
account context time and human agency however unlike the relativist
alist assumes that morality and values are themselves grounded
relationalist
the relation
relation alist relain truth temporal truth from the perspective of the relationalist
tivism supposes incorrectly that the changing nature of contexts both
across time and across place rules out the possibility of truth because
values are relative to changing societies and cultures the relativist concludes that there can be no truth this conclusion however draws an
important though unacknowledged assumption from modernism that
truth is atemporal in other words it assumes that truth has to be transcend ent to and outside of the various cultures and contexts in order to
scendent
be truth because cultures are pivotal and because values do not seem to be
transcendent across cultures there can be no atemporal truth
relation alist on the other hand asserts that truth is temporal
the relationalist
17
ww
what
in
is
than
are
manifested
things
how
rather
are
in
things
the
truth
what of things leads to a focus on static transcendent properties
whereas the how of things leads to a focus on action articulation and
change temporality with this latter focus one can legitimately ask questions and discern true and false answers still the truth of an answer is
11
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found not in its correspondence to an unchanging static reality outside the
context in which the question is asked but inside the context itself 18 consequently a relational center for family values grounds its values and
morals in a truth that is contextual and possibly changing rather than
transcendent and immutable 19
the difficulty is that this contextual truth may appear to make truth
itself relative leaving only local truths with no unity or connection to
each other from the relationalist
relation alist perspective this apparent problem is due
to a misconception of the context of truth in relativist thought this context is a bounded self contained object that is essentially independent of
other self contained objective contexts 20 A chinese culture for instance
is thought to be essentially independent of an american culture having
different languages customs traditions and meanings although some
translation between cultures can occur all contexts and cultures are
viewed as incomparable in many core respects furthermore each context
is viewed as containing its own qualities one understands a culture not by
understanding other cultures but by studying the qualities of the culture
itself this independence and qualitative difference among cultures implies
that local truths must remain local and have no universality or essential
relationship to each other
relation alist disputes this implication postmodernism
Post
the relationalist
modernism s temporality considers contexts and cultures to be parts of wholes that acquire at
least some of their qualities from their relation to other contexts and cultures past present and future temporality assumes that the moment
of any context is inextricably woven into the tapestry of all contextual
moments across time that all contexts or cultures overflow their presumed boundaries and participate significantly in other contexts this participation allows a unity or comparability among contexts because any
context or culture is itself part of the whole of contexts past and future
far and near how could we know that chinese culture was different from
american culture unless there was some common ground to allow comparison between the two cultures the very idea of a separate culture
requires a contrasting relation to other cultures to show that it is separate
con
contextuality of context prevents temporal truth from being merely a
this textuality
local truth since any truth garners many of its qualities from the context
of other local truths
the analogy of a novice player in the middle of a chess game demonstrates the importance of context to temporal truth 21 if this player turns to
a chess master and asks for the best next move the chess master cannot
appeal to an atemporal game that is no timeless or transcendent game
will be of much help in arriving at the best next move for this particular
game there is of course a set of universally accepted rules for playing
11
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chess but an appeal to these rules alone will not provide a suitable answer
to the question of the best next move for this specific context in addition
the chess master should not necessarily assume that these players are using
universally accepted rules it is common for instance for novices to play
chess without a time clock though this is a universally accepted requirement of tournament chess the point is that the specific rules used are
themselves part of the context rather than a transcendent truth A truthful
answer to the novice s question then cannot be an atemporal answer
A truthful answer has to take into account the specific context of the
question and the questioner does the novice want to win are the players
using accepted rules and of course what is the context of this particular
game laid out before the chess master is the past present and future of
the game its temporality the present configuration of the board
includes the prior movements of the pieces the givenness of the past and
the possibilities for movements the opportunities of the future A truthful answer must consider the past present and future contexts of this par
nicular game as well as other related games in this sense a truthful answer
ticular
is more than a local truth because inherent in it is a type of temporal
adem
transcendence of the local context of the particular move unlike atem
morality
lity which posits a bounded and self contained present context that
porality
pora
is independent of other contexts past and future temporality assumes
that the context of the now to use heidegger s term is significantly
related to all the other contexts past and future that have shaped and will
be shaped by the present 22 A truthful answer must take into account this
temporal context of the game
A truthful answer by the chess master must also acknowledge that
the game s context and its nonlocal relation to other games and other
moves can shift even within the particular game in this sense the best
move can itself change because it is necessarily sensitive to its context for
the relativist this contextual changeability implies that the notion of truth
must be abandoned altogether because the truth can change from game to
game or context to context and because truth is assumed to be atemporal there can be no truth people should be equally respectful and tolerant
of all values for the very reason that they cannot claim to have the truth
the problem with relativism from a relational perspective is that it
has given up on the existence of truth too easily the true the right and the
moral still exist according to the relationist but they are implicit in the context itself in fact the morality of a context cannot be avoided even the rela
tivists
tivists assertion that there is no objective morality implies a very specific
list of moral rights and wrongs for example tolerance nonjudgmental
ness in the case of the chess game there are also right moves and wrong
moves provided say that the novice wants to win plays by the rules and is
11
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engaging a sicilian chess defense there are good moves and bad moves
balsi
there may be many rights and many wrongs many truths and many falsi
ties nevertheless the truth in this case is a temporal truth because all cases
are always specific cases that is all people in all places are embedded in a
specific context all truths are necessarily temporal truths
temporality in the christian family temporality might seem to make
some sense in a chess game but how can it be understood in the context of
a religious family As noted above many religious people have understood
their morality from a modernist atemporal perspective however a relational perspective can and does pertain to the dominant religion of america christianity because the relationalist
relation alist assumes that morality is implicit
in the context itself family values or any practical values for that matter are found by centering the family on this contextual morality in the
case of the christian family god is assumed to be an essential part of
the context christians understand him to communicate proper values to
them through the holy spirit and intervene morally in their lives
god then is the christian s chess master he is believed to be continually involved in the game of living and always available for consultation through the holy spirit and prayer this heavenly master can advise
the family on the best next move for moral action and can intervene on
behalf of what is right or good in the specific context of the family
because god is believed by christians to be intimately involved in
every person s life the heavenly master like the chess master must take
into account the temporality of the game of living A god centered family
then requires a temporal or relational value center this type of center puts
the emphasis squarely upon one s relationship with this master rather than
upon moral principles as in moralism tolerance as in relativism or
happiness as in hedonism indeed a christian family should include this
divine being as the central member of their family
this christian relationship is temporal both in the sense of being full
of time rather than without time and in the sense of being temporary
rather than immutable god is full of time because he participates in a family s particular context through the holy spirit if he were entirely outside
this particular context as an atemporal being he could not truly minister
to a family s unique needs or intervene in its members unique circumstances As a contextual being at least in part god is involved in all
people s contexts whether they know him or not or believe him or not
this christian temporality allows him to become a guide for one s values
no translation or application of abstract moral principles is necessary in
this relational understanding of christianity god knows his people and
their world intimately perceives their own special circumstances and can
intervene accordingly
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god is the central member of the christian family with relational values such a family puts its
emphasis squarely upon its relationship with god rather than upon tolerance moral principles or
fam ilys relationship with god it can and does receive inspiration in applyhappiness because of the familys
ing moral principles to everyday situations the family recognizes that god knows his people and
their world intimately perceives their own special and collective circumstances and can and does
intervene accordingly the relationship gives them perspective and fills them with love and only
through a true relationship with god through christ can sinners truly repent and become new creatures who accept gods revealed will as their own

the last supper
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As with the chess master this

intimate knowledge requires continual
adjustment depending on the context and family in other words if god
lives and participates in a family s context he must have the capacity to
make situational adjustments to meet the ongoing and changing demands
of ministering to the needs of a vast and diverse range of people of course
as the family responds or does not respond to these adjustments its relation
ship with god also changes possibly requiring further relational
tionship
adjustments and so on
gods ability to make changes does not preclude consistency and unity
in fact a relational temporal center requires some unity among past present and future contexts as described above for this reason it is not
unexpected that god would bind himself to certain covenants with his
people such as his promises to love them and provide a means for them to
overcome sin however this binding and these promises are distinct from
the modernist notion of atemporality
aternporality As noted above atemporality ultimately precludes possibility and thus morality itself because unchangeable
laws and truths govern all things including presumably god himself
there would be no reason to praise god because he would have to do what
he does as a result of atemporal laws
A divine being that is temporal on the other hand can truly love
because he does not have to love he may have to love in a sense because
as a perfect being he loves completely but he does not have to love
because he is forced by natural law to do so he may have to keep his
covenants with us because he chooses not to lie or go back on his word but
he has real choices and possibilities that allow him to be a truly moral
being he can thus be praised for his choices sacrifices and continuing
efforts on our behalf this is part of the wonder of his continual love for us
as sinners he does not have to love us another part of the wonder of this
love is its textuality
contextuality he knows every hair of our heads and can thus
con
minister to each of us uniquely changing how his love is manifested depending on the circumstances
this temporality of christianity may explain the seeming inconsistencies of certain deity human relationships in the old testament for example god utters the commandment thou shalt not kill beut
deut 517
and then commands the israelites a few years later to kill whole populations including women and children the israelites utterly destroyed all
that breathed as the lord god of israel commanded josh 1040
this apparent inconsistency is inconsistent only from a modernist
atemporal understanding of christianity from a postmodern temporal
understanding a christian s obedience to god takes precedence over any
atemporal notion of a commandment one should first obey the lawgiver
and in so doing obey the temporal law some contexts may require a
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person to act inconsistently with the law as understood atemporally and
yet consistently with the lawgiver who can know better from a christian
perspective what is needed in a particular context than god who can
know better what is truth for a specific family than god therefore the
primary thrust of a truly christian family should be on developing a relation
ship with this contextual truth teller so that the family can be
tionship
inspired to act morally in each of life s situations

comparing the four centers of family values

the importance of

center for christianity may
become clearer when it is compared to the other value centers specifically
with a relational center a family can be truly god centered while the other
three centers ultimately direct the family to idols which draw people away
from god
ism first a relationship with god or even
relationalism
moralism and Relational
an obedience to him does not mean simply that one should discern god s
moral principles and then live by them this moralistic approach would
imply that once this discernment has occurred the christian no longer
needs god christian families could just center themselves on the moral
principles further if the principles of this morality were at least implicit in
the old testament as christ himself indicated and if moral living were
sufficient for salvation from sin then a correct discernment of these principles would mean that the advent of a savior was unnecessary given
however that christians do consider christ to be necessary in new testament times and now the discernment of god s moral principles must
not be the correct source or center for christian family values
perhaps the christian family should model christ one could attempt
to discover the pattern of christ s conduct in the various moral situations
recorded in scripture and then try to duplicate his actions in similar situations unfortunately this modeling process has the same problem as conventional
vent ional moralism it can become an idol a type of phariseeism the
pharisees
Pharis ees whom jesus criticized acted according to patterns or principles
without consideration of the spirit of the principles see matt 23 christ
however took pains in scripture to say that even correct action cannot be
the center of a christians life christ came into the world in part to write
god s laws in people s hearts from a christian perspective it is never sufficient merely to duplicate his actions christians must also want to do gods
will in their unique circumstances and situations
of course a christian family may want to model christ in these circum stances still the unique nature of a family s circumstances raises
cumstances
another problem for a moralistic centering of the family to model the
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pattern or follow the principles of christs actions one must translate
the pattern or principle into the special context of a family principles and
patterns by their very nature apply to many or all families and must therefore be tailored to the specific family and situation at hand parents who
have tried to model a perfect parent or apply a principle of parenting to
a particular situation know that this tailoring is not always a straightforward task even if parents know the correct rules they are often not sure
how to apply these rules how can christians be assured they have applied
the rules correctly
some moralists
mora lists may say that the scriptural record of christ provides us
with guidelines unfortunately many family situations are different from
the situations in which we see christ in scripture for example marital
problems are a topic which christ does not explore in scripture on a firsthand experiential basis this gap does not mean that christians are left
entirely without scriptural guidance for marital problems still from a
moralist perspective it does mean that this scriptural guidance must be
applied that is a vital and influential translation process must come into
play before obedience to this guidance is possible sometimes this translation process can make all the difference in what is considered right and
wrong in a particular instance are christians left to their own devices for
this important application process
from a postmodern relational perspective the answer to this question
is no if god is able to minister to people through the holy spirit then he
as a loving being knows the special situations of his people and can advise
them accordingly or even intervene on their behalf christians also believe
that god invites and desires a personal relationship with them through
christ abstract principles and patterns of conduct can be distractions
from this personal loving relationship they can lead christians to focus
too much on the historical christ of scripture where christians are supposedly to discern gods moral code and not enough on the living
christ who was sent to minister to people in their context and who continues to minister to them in their everyday situations
christian moralists
mora lists are constantly tempted to focus on their own discern ment of the proper rules As evidenced by the pharisees
cernment
Pharis ees whom jesus
criticized this focus leads to a set of human crafted principles of behavior with contributions from other sometimes unrecognized sources
instead of a relationship with a living divine being although some form of
discernment of this relationship is surely necessary as christian families
attempt to understand gods will in their lives this discernment can never
be reduced to a set of moral principles it is never once and for all or even
once and for a little while temporality requires a continual dependence
on god for stability and guidance rather than a dependence on a behavioral pattern or moral principle
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moreover a moralist discernment cannot compensate for those times
when christian families fail to follow moral principles as no family is perfect in their implementation even moralists
mora lists who follow the principle that
they must repent of their sins cannot bring about salvation by adherence to
this moral code alone only through a relationship with god can sinners
truly repent and become new creatures who accept god s will as their own

hedonism and relationism can this continual dependence on god
produce happiness why is a hedonistic family center so divorced from a
god centered family use of the word can in this first question is tricky
because happiness is of course possible with god from a christian viewpoint almost anything is possible with god the important question is
should a christian seek god as a means to happiness if christ s life reveals
nothing else it reveals that a christian family is likely to experience suffering as well as happiness the book of job describes another devoutly religious person who suffered considerably it is only the modernist foundation
of hedonism that leads many to assume that a christian family should exence mainly joy and happiness why else from a hedonistic perspecperi
perience
tive would anyone want to be a christian
it is true that those who have lived a god centered life report an inner
peace from doing gods will even so it is quite debatable if not
unlikely that this peace is anything like the personal fulfillment that is
acclaimed and pursued in our popular culture indeed from a christian
perspective this peace can never be pursued it can only ensue that is if
christians pursue this peace for their own sake or try to build a relationship with god for the sake of this peace then their christianity is self
centered rather than god centered and a relational center cannot be
effected god and his will must be both the means and the end for the truly
christian happiness and peace may ensue but these are really irrelevant
to what christian families must truly be seeking obedience to their lord
they may be promised a type of peace from this obedience but this peace
must be distinguished from the popular definitions of peace as freedom
which passeth
from conflict and suffering john 1427 the peace
basseth all
understanding phil 47 finds meaning in the course of many forms of
suffering and conflict
american culture is unfortunately so heavily hedonistic that it has
given all suffering and conflict a bad name As mentioned earlier all sorts
of suffering depression anxiety insecurity blows to the ego and pain of
all types are automatically viewed as evils of which to rid ourselves
psycho therapies have been forA whole class of drugs and a whole set of psychotherapies
mulated to this end consequently suffering is rarely thought to be meaningful or good if you feel bad then it must be bad A god centered
garn
farn fly however cannot so easily equate adversity with evil suffering can
family
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hold significant meaning educate and signal important family problems
recognizing god as a central member of the family can temper the suffering and give insight into the problems
with a relational center then a christian family should never automatically
mati cally rid itself of suffering without first understanding the possible
function of that suffering in the family s relationship to god for example
this understanding of suffering could be an important feature of a family s
attempts to heal broken relationships if it leads family members to assess
humbly and honestly the value of those relationships this is not to say
that suffering always means something is wrong with relationships or
wrong with anything else such a concept would be a subtle hedonism
again in fact there is much of benefit in suffering both physical and emotional it may have all sorts of divine purposes and meanings from refining
one s christianity to understanding more fully christs atonement eliminating this type of suffering would mean in effect eliminating a crucial
part of god s relationship with christian families preventing vital experience that allows human beings to draw closer to him rely on him and trust
his judgment in dealing with their problems suffering then can be necessary and good in a relational center for family values

relativism and relationism

on relativism may be
the easiest to distinguish from a god centered family because god stands
for particular moral actions which christ clearly expressed and exemplified god would not as relativism implies consider all actions to be
morally equivalent identifying the moral ground for these actions
becomes complicated though when one can no longer refer to a set of
principles for answers to all moral questions if god did not intend christians to center their families on moral principles how can christians stand
against relativism
from a relational perspective christian families are to stand against
relativism by making god their moral ground moral principles are
always one step removed from god because they are not god himself
why center one s life on commandments when the commander is available for consultation As christians make decisions about their families
and formulate important relationships they do not ultimately have to
consult a code a principle or even a hypothetical consideration of what
christ would have done such actions may invite and help people to
move toward god but christians miss the mark if they substitute these
als for a direct relationship with him
codes principles or hypotheticals
hypothetic
christians can consult god himself through prayer that facilitates
direct conversation with him through study of the light he sheds in
scripture and through observation of his continuing activity in the christian community
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christians fight relativism not with a moral system but with a relationship
tion ship this relationship is not a romantic one in which a family falls in
love with god it is best understood as a family relationship with god as
the head of the family such a relationship can give families perspective
provide them with inspiration fill them with love and help them to know
the truth in any given moment or circumstance martin buber s I thou
and emmanuel levinas s authentic relationship with the other are
13
examples of conceptions that have some consonance with relationism 23
this relational center must surely be good news for christian parents
who are saddled with a difficult responsibility in today s society it is perhaps this kind of burden that led christ to say come unto me all ye that
labor and are heavy laden and 1I will give you rest matt 1128 with a
relationship to god parents are no longer solely responsible for their children s happiness or obedience to a set of moral principles including those
of the relativist the good news is that christian parents are not alone in
leading their families in fact part of being a christian parent is pointing
consistently and continually to the real family leader parents still have
responsibilities and must lead to be sure but their leadership and responsibili ties lie with their responsiveness to gods leadership and their facilitasibilities
tion of their childrens relationship to their lord christian parents love for
example not because they are tolerant as in relativism or because a moral
principle says they should as in moralism or because love provides them
a reward as in hedonism christian parents love because they are responsive to their own loving relationship with god 1i john 316
326
there is a type of relativism implicit in this responsiveness though it
contrasts sharply with the relativist center described above because god is
available to families in their unique and changing situations he takes the
current situation into account when he answers people s queries and intervenes on their behalf in other words the moral grounding of god is always
relative to the context in which christian families find themselves god is
part of this context with his help the christian family can know without need of translation or application what is right and what is wrong
ofrelationalism
relational ism since
relationalism
this type of relativism then is more in the category of
it implies that all actions are not morally equivalent contrary to the value
center of relativism there is a right and a wrong or several rights and
wrongs given a particular history context and relationship further a
relational center also means that a judgment is required and that some
nobbe
things the wrong things should notbe
not be tolerated
what do christians do then with the ideas of tolerance and judgment actually these are not atemporal concepts in themselves rather the
crucial point is who is to decide what is tolerated and how judgments are
to be rendered put this way the who is obvious for the christian
ultimately god is to decide however it is easy as all christians know to
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insert themselves into this decision making process and either eliminate
gods
gods contribution or assign it a secondary status in this sense charity and
humility are necessary in all relationships with others because god may
give different guidance to different individuals even within a particular
community again this does not mean that there is no right or wrong but
rather that different parts of a community may complement one another
in becoming the body of christ i cor 1227

summary
have described four centers for family values both in general terms
and in the context of christianity a religion that has historically been
highly attendant to the family values issue even in this latter religious context however where the judeo
fudeo christian moral tradition would seem to be
i es
ism and postmod
modern
philosophies
modernism
especially strong two secular philosoph
21 each of these two
eonism figure prominently in core family values 24
ernism
philosophies has lent its own particular meaning to the moral systems
involved and each has influenced a surprising number of christian families consequently the important political and religious debate that is now
occurring in regard to family values requires some knowledge of both
philosophies christians in this debate may need to pay particular attention to the possibility that only a relational center for family values creates
the space necessary for a specifically god centered outcome the other
three hedonism moralism and relativism lead to an unrecognized
idolatry where christians are drawn away from god who should be the
source of their values
1I
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calif sage publications 1995
2 polkinghorne psychology after philosophy 92
3 although hedonism is connected here to modernist understandings of science
and nature and thus the enlightenment the doctrine of hedonism can be discerned
in numerous sources from ancient to medieval that precede these understandings
mflton the genetical evolution of social behavhamilton
4 see for example W D Ha
theoretical biology 7 july 1964 i1 16
ior journal of
oftheoretical
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6 james W ceaser liberal democracy and political science baltimore johns
hopkins university press 1990
7 edwin E gantt social constructionism and the ethics of hedonism journal
16 no 2 1996
psychology
of theoretical and philosophical psychology16
123 40
1996123
8 joseph F rychlak the psychology of rigorous humanism new york new
york university press 1988
fowers psychology as public philosophy an illustration of the
9 blaine J powers
moral dimension of psychology with marital research journal of theoretical and
philosophical psychology 13 1993 124 36
10
fowers and frank C richardson why Is multiculturalism good
io blaine J powers
perlis of
american psychologist 51 june 1996 609 29 brent D slife problems and perils
eclecticism in psychotherapy A hermeneutic alternative paper presented at the
meeting of the american psychological association toronto canada august 1996
ii there is some debate about whether the relativism described here is truly postmodern some researchers would consider the acceptance of the atemporality of truth
fly the same foundational
inherent in this relativistic position to be making essentia
essentially
assumptions as the modernist position for example james E faulconer and richard
N Wf
williams
lliams temporality in human action an alternative to positivism and histori cism american psychologist 40 no 11 19851
toricism
1985 1182 83 although I1 basically agree
with this view I1 adopt the more conventional tack of considering this form of relativism and historicism to be a conceptual branch of postmodernism
post modernism
12 kenneth J gergen
the social constructionist movement in modern psych
ology american psychologist 40 march 1985 266 75 K J gergen exploring the
chology
postmodern perils or potentials american psychologist 49 may 1994 412 16
fowers and richardson why Is multiculturalism good 609 29
13 powers
14 martin heidegger being and time trans J macquarrie and E S robinson
new york harper and row 1962 quoted in michael gelven A commentary on heidegger s being and time rev ed dekalb northern illinois university press 1989 169
15 brent D slife time and psychological explanation albany SUNY press 1993
239 70 slife different discourse communities faulconer and williams temporality in human action 1179 88 brent D slife carolen hope and scott nebeker
examining the relationship between religious spirituality and psychological science journal of humanistic psychology in press
gademer
16 hansgeorg
Ga damer truth and method 2d
ad
hans georg gadamer
id ed new york continuum publishing 1993 121 29 257 58 slife different discourse communities slife probperlis of eclecticism
lems and perils
temporality in human action 1184 86
17 faulconer and williams
18 most postmodernists
inside outside distinction altogether if there is
post modernists avoid the insideoutside
no metaphysical realm of truth or laws outside of context then there is no need to designate an inside 1I use this language here only to distinguish the postmodern concept of
the contextual from the modernist concept of the metaphysical
ig to latter day saint christians the concept of temporal truth may seem to
19
conflict with scriptural descriptions of truth as abiding forever dac
d&c 1398866
139 8866 however the discussion of truth in dac 93 is instructive immediately following the definition of truth in verse 24 as knowledge of things as they are and as they were and as
they are to come verses 26 28 speak of receiving a fulness
falness of truth over time implying the lord s recognition that a single understanding of god s rules cannot apply
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through the entire course of an individual s life and progression as context changes so
does one s knowledge of things as they are
are to come hence the
were and
need for continuous revelation daily scripture study and regular attention to the oracles of the lord then in verse 30 it is pointed out that all truth is independent in that
sphere in which god has placed it to act for itself as all intelligence also this accords
nicely with the relational view of a world full of possibilities within varying but interconnecting contexts about which moral decisions must constantly be made also it is
useful for latter day saints to recognize that the term temporal is not intended to mean
carnal or physical as in doctrine and covenants 2934 35 or 772 it is used strictly
as the opposite of atemporal and refers only to truths relationship to a time context
20 slife different discourse communities
21 faulconer and williams temporality in human action 1185 86 slife time
and psychological explanation
22 brent D slife information and time theory and psychology 5 no 4 november 1995 533 50
23 martin buber 1I and thou trans walter kaufmann new york macmillan
publishing company 1988 emmanuel levinas ethics and infinity pittsburgh
duquesne university press 1985 88
24 latter day saint christians may be interested to note that although these centers of family values are linked to philosophies that have become influential in recent
times modernism and postmodernism
post modernism they have long been anticipated in latter
day saint scripture the descriptions in 2 nephi 283 10 of churches contending over
moral interpretations of scripture encouraging the pursuit of pleasure and teaching
that god is tolerant of flexible morality recall certain characteristics of moralism
hedonism and relativism respectively
in contrast the classic example of
ofrelationalism
relational ism in latter day saint scripture may
relationalism
be the account in i nephi 4 of nephi obtaining the brass plates after observing in
verse 6 that he was led by the spirit not knowing beforehand the things which he
should do nephi recorded that he killed laban stole his sword and armor gained
access to the plates by impersonating him deceived and abducted zoram and stole
the plates all actions which under normal circumstances would be considered wrong
and which nephi at first resisted verse 10
io the exigencies of the context and the
higher purposes of the lord made them necessary in this instance although they were
forbidden in others
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